
NOMENCLATURE

A state-transition matrix 
B state-dependent observation density 
EsK MPD-TFR of sK

f frequency 
FN variational objective function 
gk kth atom in MPD 
K number of MPD iterations 
L fatigue cycle 
M number of damage classes 
N number of HMM states 
N * optimal number of HMM states 
pij (i, j)th entry of confusion matrix 
RK residue after K MPD iterations 
s time-domain signal 
sK K-term MPD approximation to s
t time 
T length of observation sequences 
WDgk Wigner distribution of gk

x state sequence 
xn state at time n
y observation sequence 

ABSTRACT 

The health monitoring and damage prognosis of aerospace hotspots
is important for reducing maintenance costs and increasing in-
service capacity of aging aircraft. One of the leading causes of struc-
tural failure in aerospace vehicles is fatigue damage. Based on the
physical mechanism of damage nucleation and growth, a physics-
based multiscale model is considered for fatigue damage assessment
in metallic aircraft structures. A guided-wave based sensing
approach is utilised to enable effective damage detection in a
common structural hotspot: a lug joint. Finite element analysis is
carried out with piezoelectric wafers bonded to the host structure and
the simulated sensor signals are analysed. A damage classification
strategy is developed, which integrates physically motivated time-
frequency approaches with advanced stochastic modelling
techniques. In particular, a variational Bayesian learning scheme is
used to estimate the optimal model complexity automatically from
the data, adapting the classifier for real-time use. Classification
performance is studied as a function of signal-to-noise ratio and
results are reported for the detection of fatigue crack damage in the
lug joint. An adaptive hybrid prognosis model is proposed, which
estimates the residual useful life of structural hotspots using damage
condition information obtained in real-time. 
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Current aerospace practice follows an engineering model based on
damage-tolerant reliability wherein structural components are regularly
inspected and replaced. In this scheme, engineering designs are
generally based on a physics-based fracture mechanics approach in
which the life of structural component is estimated using an assumed
initial damaged condition. However, in a real-time environment,
keeping track of the damage condition of a complex structural
component manually is quite difficult and requires automatic damage
state estimation. The real-time damage state information should be
regularly fed to a prognosis model to update the residual useful life
estimation in the event of a new prevailing situation. In the present
paper, the use of an adaptive hybrid prognosis model is discussed that
estimates the residual useful life of a structural hotspot using infor-
mation on the damage condition obtained in real-time. The hybrid
prognosis model has two modules: an offline prognosis module that
forecasts the future damage state, and an online state estimation module
which regularly predicts the current damage state and feeds into the
offline module in real-time. This estimation can be carried out using
online sensor data acquisition coupled with the time-frequency analysis
mentioned above. Both the offline and online modules are probabilistic
models and use the concept of Bayesian inference based on input-
output mapping through a Gaussian process. 

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2,
the physics-based multiscale model is developed for fatigue damage
assessment. Section 3 deals with the damage detection approach for
the lug joint. In Section 4, damage classification techniques based on
time-frequency analysis are described and results are provided for
classifying crack damage in a lug joint. The algorithm’s performance
is also analysed in the presence of noise. Section 5 discusses the
hybrid prognosis model based on physics and data driven
techniques. This is followed by concluding remarks in Section 6. 

2.0 PHYSICALLY BASED MULTISCALE
MODELLING 

The need to predict the evolution of fatigue damage from crack
nucleation to long crack propagation requires a physics-based multi-
scale model. A multiscale model that accounts for grain orientation
effects is developed to capture the damage initiation and progression
due to high cycle fatigue (HCF). To implement the micro-meso
multiscale model into the application for HCF, a corresponding
modified fatigue damage criterion is also used(19). 

yn observation at time n
αk kth expansion coefficient in MPD 
τk kth time-shift 
νk kth frequency-shift 
κk kth scale 
π initial state distribution 
θ HMM parameter set 
θML maximum-likelihood estimate of θ

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The ability to effectively model, detect, classify, and predict damage
in complex airframe structures is an important problem in the area of
structural health monitoring (SHM)(1–3). In this regard, one of the
leading causes of structural failure in aerospace vehicles is fatigue
damage. Although significant attention has been devoted to this
subject in recent years, prediction of the failure modes associated
with fatigue damage still remains a challenging area of research(4).
This paper presents a multidisciplinary approach to the SHM and
damage prognosis of aerospace hotspots. 

Traditional life prediction methods are mainly based on macro-
scopic response of material behavior and the failure laws mostly
depend on experimental observations. In this work, a physics-based
multiscale model is considered for fatigue damage assessment. From
the physical point of view, microcracks in a metallic component
initiate at the microscale, often at the surface of the material. This is
Stage I cracking, where microcracks are inside individual grains and
tend to follow crystallographic planes with high shear stress. Then
follows Stage II, in which the microcracks cross the crystal bound-
aries to grow more or less perpendicular to the direction of the
maximum principal stress up to coalescence to produce a
mesocrack(5). This physical mechanism forms the basis of our multi-
scale modelling approach. 

A guided-wave propagation study(6–9) is conducted on lug joints,
which represent a typical structural hotspot. Guided-waves have
demonstrated potential in monitoring large areas of metallic aircraft
fuselage(10). Finite element analysis is carried out with piezoelectric
wafers bonded to the host structure. Piezoelectric sensors/actuators
are of particular interest due to the need for onboard SHM.
Simulation of sensor signals is performed accounting for the two-
way piezoelectrical-mechanical coupling.

A broad range of signal analysis methodologies have been
proposed to date for damage detection and classification. Examples
include Lamb wave methods(11), multi-resolution wavelet trans-
forms(12), impedance-based approaches(13), statistical pattern recog-
nition techniques using outlier analysis(14), and artificial neural
networks(15). While the physics-based deterministic methods work
well in controlled situations, they are not robust to the variability
prevalent in real-world scenarios. For example, the data measured
using sensors can be strongly influenced by changes in environ-
mental or operation conditions, sensor characteristics and malfunc-
tions, etc. Statistical approaches account for this uncertainty, and
when combined with the physically motivated analysis, lead to
reliable damage identification systems. In this work, a damage
classification strategy is presented that integrates a physically
motivated signal analysis framework — namely, time-frequency
analysis(16–18) — with advanced stochastic modeling techniques. The
primary benefit of the joint time-frequency analysis procedure over
standard time-domain or Fourier techniques is that it is better suited
to explore the dispersive or time-varying phenomena characteristic
of material wave-physics. By capturing the essentials of the non-
stationary structure of the signals of interest in the SHM problem,
time-frequency analysis results in a more informative framework for
damage identification. Also described here is the use of a variational
Bayesian learning scheme to estimate the optimal model complexity
automatically from the data in order to adapt the classifier for real-
time use. 
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Figure 1. FEA model. 
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software ABAQUS and the previously developed UMAT are used to
obtain stress distributions and the stress-strain response for any
grain, as shown in Fig. 2. A cyclic displacement is applied at the
right edge of the mesoscale structure. The Mises stress distribution
and the stress-strain responses in different grains are presented in Fig
2. In Fig 2(a), the cool coloured grains (green and cooler) are still
under elastic deformation while the warm coloured grains (yellow
and red) already have plastic deformation. This indicates that
material has an anisotropic heterogeneous response at the grain level
due to different crystal orientations and grain shapes. The stress-
strain response of two adjacent grains is plotted in Fig 2(b). These
results support the conclusion that the material is anisotropic at this
level and that differences in material response due to this anisotropy
lead to local stress concentrations. 

To illustrate the effect of the multiscale modelling, the meso RVE
is used to model the high stress concentration zone in a structural
component, i.e., a lug joint. The remaining portion of this lug joint is
described as a homogeneous material. The finite element mesh and
Mises stress distribution of the lug joint are shown in Figs 3 and 4.
Figure 4 shows that inside the high stress concentration zone, there
are regions of high stress closer to the free edge, due to different
crystal orientations and microstructural geometry. 

A physically based fatigue damage model(26) relating the damage
to local stresses and strains at certain material planes has been
modified for single crystal plasticity at the microscale. The concept

2.1 Approach 

The present approach differs from classical mathematical homogeni-
sation in two ways: (i) the local fields are allowed to deviate from the
average condition determined by the effective material properties by
accounting for local microstructural features, and (ii) micro-, meso-
and macroscale modelling are linked to approximate fatigue damage
accumulation and failure response. Electron backscatter diffraction
(EBSD) is used to obtain the crystallographic orientation for each
grain in the critical location, and these orientations, in turn, are used to
assign appropriate material properties to each grain. The region
surrounding the critical location is treated as a homogeneous material
with properties given by the average response of an appropriately
sized representative region at the microscale. The boundary condition
at the interface (between the critical location and the surrounding
region) and the grain size and grain orientation together determine the
stress and strain distribution within the critical site. The representative
structure is described using local representative volume elements
(RVEs) at the microscale and the mesoscale, respectively. 

Single crystal plasticity(20–25) is used to capture crystallographic
orientation effects that are not considered by classical isotropic
models of metal plasticity. Only face-centred cubic (FCC) crystalline
material is considered in this paper. A FCC crystal has four slip planes
and each slip plane has three slip directions, resulting in 12 slip
systems. In order to reflect fatigue hardening and saturation
phenomenon, a nonlinear Armstrong-Frederick type of kinematic
hardening is applied. The microscale model is implemented within a
commercially available software package (ABAQUS) through an
implicit material subroutine (UMAT). The single crystal plasticity
applied at the micro level is also implemented at the meso level. In
this model, the original microstructure contained 547 grains, which is
sufficient to define a RVE. This is reduced to 64 grains by combining
smaller grains with larger or similar ones, ensuring computational
efficiency. These small grains were chosen using a heuristic approach
based upon the relative size and orientation of nearby grains; this
ensures that no significant effects were excluded. Each grain is a
single crystal that is modelled through the microscale analysis. 

Fatigue simulation at the mesoscale comprises three steps. First,
EBSD scans (Fig. 1) are used to determine the crystal orientations in
terms of three Euler angles(19). Second, the software package OOF
(Object-Oriented Finite element analysis from NIST) is used to
create and mesh the mesoscale structure from the EBSD scan. Grains
are represented by various colours and each has the same material
but different crystal orientation. Third, the commercial FEA
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) Mises stress distribution, (b) Stress-strain response in different grains. 

Figure 3. FE mesh of lug joint. 
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potential locations for crack nucleation and measure crack length.
Constant amplitude tensile loading was applied on the sample
through pins passing through the pin holes. The clevis at the top is
fixed whereas the one at the bottom is connected to the hydraulic
actuator, where load is induced at a frequency of 20Hz using a
sinusoidal waveform. Table 1 shows the fatigue life for the lug
samples. It is observed that under the same applied loading of 490N
(110lb) to 4,900N (1,100lb), the polished samples failed at much
lower number of cycles as compared to the sand blasted ones. The
failure modes of the lug joint samples are shown in Fig. 7. It can be
seen that there were two distinct sites for crack initiation in the
sample, one starting from the pin hole and the other at the shoulder
of the lug. These two crack initiation sites were visible for the sand
blasted lug sample shown in Fig. 7(b). However, as can be seen in
Fig. 7, both samples failed at the same location when tested at the
same load. In the case of a sand blasted sample subjected to a lower
fatigue load, 356N (80lb) to 3,560N (800lb), the fatigue life
increased significantly and the failure occurred due to crack growth
from the pin hole. 

This failure mode is shown in Fig. 7(c). The experimental results
indicate that the type of surface finish not only influences the life of
the sample but also changes the failure mode and location for
different load amplitudes. 

3.2 Damage detection 

From the fatigue tests conducted on the lug joint samples, it was
observed that they failed at the shoulders under constant amplitude
loading of (110lb to 1,100lb). Based on this observation, electrical
discharge machining (EDM) notches of length 2mm and 4mm were
made in the lug samples at that particular location. Three piezo-
electric sensors and one actuator (APC 850) were glued to the
surface around the notches while two more sensors were placed
along the thickness direction. The sensor-actuator configuration is
shown in Fig 8(a). The sensors/actuator network is intuitive and the
sensitivity study presented in this paper helps to characterise
damage. Sensor signals were acquired from the damaged sample and
the undamaged sample, and those for the undamaged case were used
as reference. A 4.5 cycles, 130KHz tone burst (Fig 8(b)) was used as
the excitation signal. Signals were collected from all the sensors at a
sampling rate of 2MHz. 

of memory stress, which equals the maximum Mises equivalent
stress, is used to control damage evolution. If the memory stress is
less than the endurance limit, which can be regarded as a ‘zero-
damage’ level, of the material, there is no damage growth. Once
there is damage growth, the damage increment on certain material
plane is related to the plastic strain energy density on the same plane.
This allows tracking damage accumulation as a result of local plastic
deformation, which is key for proper modelling of fatigue behaviour. 

3.0 DAMAGE DETECTION IN STRUCTURAL 
HOTSPOTS 

An important structural hotspot in which damage initiates and
progresses under fatigue loading is the lug joint. An early detection
of fatigue cracks in lug joints can help in taking preventive measures
thus avoiding any possible structural failure. In this section, the
focus is on detecting damage in this test article. 

The lug joint samples were prepared from an Al 2024 T351 alloy
plate with thickness of 6.35mm (0.25in). The dimensions of the lug
joint sample are shown in Fig. 5. 

To study the effect of surface finish, the lug joint samples were
given two different surface finishes. Some of the samples were
polished with silicon carbide paper to 1,200 grit (5 microns) while
the surfaces of the remaining samples were sand blasted. 

3.1 Lug joint experiments — Fatigue tests 

The lug was fatigued in an Instron 1331 servo-hydraulic load frame.
Figure 6 shows the experimental setup. Pictures from a CCD camera
were collected using a digital image acquisition system to monitor
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Figure 4. Mises stress distribution of lug joint. 

Figure 5. Geometrical dimensions of the lug joint sample. 

Figure 6. Experimental setup of the fatigue tests for lug joint samples. 

Table 1
Fatigue lives of the lug joint samples

Specimen Constant amplitude Fatigue life 
fatigue loading (no. of cycles) 

Polished (110lb – 1,100lb) 380,621 
Sand blasted (110lb – 1,100lb) 823,537 
Sand blasted (80lb – 800lb) > 3m 
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piezoelectric transducers and the lug joint sample, is modelled as a
viscoelastic material and continuum three dimensional brick
elements (C3D8R) are used to mesh it. The ABAQUS model of the
lug joint sample is shown in Fig. 9. 

Simulated results of the resultant displacement of guided-waves
propagating in the lug joint sample are shown in Fig 10. It can be
seen that the waves emanating from the actuator interact with the
damage and are reflected back. Thus, a change is observed in the
sensor signals from the damaged sample as compared to those for
the undamaged case. This change in the sensor signals from the
benchmark is further used to detect and characterise damage. 

Frequency-domain studies are performed on the sensor signals
simulated using finite element analysis. Figure 11 shows the
magnitude of the Fourier transforms of the sensor signals. For
clarity, only the region from 60KHz to 200KHz is shown since the
dominant frequencies occur in this range. From the plots we see that
damage causes a shift and attenuation of the spectral components in
the signals for the healthy case. With the presence of a crack, the
amplitude associated with a given dominant frequency (e.g. 220 at
138KHz) for the healthy sample attenuates to lower amplitudes (125
and 140) and occurs at two different frequencies (135KHz and
140KHz), respectively. This trend can also be seen in the case of
4mm crack length and is illustrated in the Table for the 138KHz
frequency component. 

The frequency analysis for a given set of sensors at given
locations contains information that can be used to characterise the
nature of the crack, e.g., length and orientation. It is observed that
localised changes in the dynamics of the system can influence the
magnitude and phase of the frequency contents of each sensor signal
with a given location. Hence this study is useful for defect character-
isation once the sensor location is determined. 

4.0 DAMAGE ANALYSIS AND 

CLASSIFICATION USING TIME-

FREQUENCY SIGNAL PROCESSING 

This section examines time-frequency based damage classifiers(27–35).
The distinguishing feature of these algorithms is that they effect joint
time-frequency analysis using the matching pursuit decomposition
(MPD)(36). The MPD is a versatile signal representation tool designed
to yield not only high but also fully adaptive resolution in both time
and frequency. This is a major advantage over other time-frequency
techniques that have been investigated in the past, such as the multi-
resolution wavelet transform(17), which is capable of revealing
temporal and spectral patterns in signals but is of limited utility
when detecting small-scale damage requiring high frequency modes
because of the drawback of low resolution in high frequency

Simulation of guided-waves propagating in an undamaged and
damaged (4mm crack) lug joint sample was carried out using
Abaqus/Explicit, a commercially available finite element software to
perform dynamic simulations using explicit time integration. The
lugs with sensors/actuator are modelled as an assembly of three
different parts, viz lug, piezoelectric transducer, and adhesive layer.
The lug is modelled as an isotropic, homogeneous, elastic material
with properties typical of Al alloys, and continuum three dimen-
sional brick elements (C3D8R) are used to mesh it. The mesh size
varies for samples with different levels of crack (notch) lengths.
Piezoelectric transducers are defined as orthotropic materials and are
meshed with continuum three dimensional piezoelectric elements
(C3D8E). The adhesive layer, which acts as the bonding between the
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7. Failure modes of the lug joint samples under fatigue loading. (a) Polished sample, loading: (110lb – 1,100lb), (b) Sand blasted sample,
loading: (110lb – 1,100lb), and (c) Sand blasted specimen, loading: (80lb – 800lb). 

Figure 8(a). Sensor/actuator configuration for the lug joint sample, and
(b) the excitation signal used. 

Figure 9. ABAQUS model of the lug joint sample instrumented with
sensors/actuator. 
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training data. A somewhat direct approach(27,33) is to compute represen-
tative TFRs for each damage class of interest and classify data based on
correlations in time-frequency space. Alternatively, the time-frequency
features extracted using MPD can be modelled with stochastic
modelling techniques, such as hidden Markov models (HMMs)(41,42),
and classification can then be performed in a Bayesian framework. In
the following, our time-frequency based damage classification
approach is described in more detail. 

4.1 Analysis with matching pursuit decomposition 

The matching pursuit decomposition (MPD)(17,36) yields a representation
for signals in terms of basis functions drawn from a redundant
dictionary. The algorithm used for MPD iteratively decomposes a
given signal s(t) as s(t) =     K–1

k = 0 αk gk(t) + RKs(t) = sK(t) + RKs(t), where
RKs(t) denotes the residue after K MPD iterations, and the expansion
coefficients αk are given by the inner products between the residuals
Rks(t) and the dictionary atoms gk(t), which are selected so as to
maximise the magnitude of the inner products at each step of the
iteration. The truncation limit K is chosen such that the energy of the
residue after K iterations is smaller than some pre-defined value. The
procedure results in a compact ‘best-fit’ approximation sK(t) in terms of
the selected family of basis functions. The MPD algorithm can be
implemented efficiently using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) with a
computational complexity of O(N logN)(36), where N is the signal size. 

The dictionary employed for MPD need not be orthonormal but is
required to be complete(36), and is customised based on specific compo-
nents of interest in the signal class in question. The dictionary
employed here is comprised of highly localised Gaussian atoms(36) of
the form gk(t) = e–κ2k (t–τk)2 Cos (2πνkt), where τk is the time-shift, νk is the
frequency shift, and κk is the time-spread (scaling). The real Gaussian
atoms are cosines of different frequencies and time shifts windowed by
Gaussians with varying standard deviation. The Gaussian-windowed
harmonics have advantages such as good time-frequency localisation
properties and computational benefits derived from the availability of
closed-form analytical expressions. Note that the MPD has been used
with dictionary atoms composed of real measured data as well(30,33), and
the resulting decompositions have been shown to be extremely parsi-
monious. Each Gaussian atom gk(t) is characterised by the set {τk, νk,
κk}. The amplitude-time-frequency-scale features {αk, τk, νk, κk}

K–1
k=0

extracted by the MPD encode the wave-physics necessary for distin-
guishing signals sK(t) ~~ s(t) from different damage classes. 

The MPD can in addition be used to construct the cross-term free
time-frequency representation (MPD-TFR), defined for the signal sK(t)

regions(18). The MPD has consequently been utilised in other
detection problems also, such as target identification(37) and acoustic
signal classification(38–40). 

For the purpose of damage classification, the MPD is used as a
time-frequency representation (TFR) and feature extraction tool by
projecting data onto a basis set composed of highly localised Gaussian
functions. Classification is then carried out by matching features in the
time-frequency plane based on statistics collected from available
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(a) (b)

Figure 10. Finite element simulation of the resultant displacement of guided-waves in the (a) healthy sample, and 
(b) damaged sample with 4mm crack. 

Figure 11. Frequency-domain comparison of sensor 1 signals
obtained from modelling of different levels of damage in the lug joint. 
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the Baum-Welch algorithm(41,42), a special case of the expectation-
maximisation (EM) algorithm(43,44) which iteratively maximises the
likelihood of the training data. The details of the HMM re-estimation
procedure, relevant formulas, and complexity analysis can be found in
Refs 34 and 42. Notably, all the relevant computations can be carried
out with only O(N2T) effort. Classification is then performed efficiently
in a Bayesian framework(43,44): a ‘test’ signal (observation sequence y′) is
classified to damage class m′, given by m′ = argmaxm∈{1, ..., M} Log
p(y′|θm

ML,Nm), where θm
ML and Nm denote the parameters and the number of

states, respectively, of the HMM associated with the mth damage class. 

4.3 Variational Bayesian learning for model selection 

In the HMM training algorithm described above, the parameters θ =
{π,A,B} are obtained as an ML point estimate θML. ML learning,
however, provides no information about the uncertainty of the
parameters estimated. In some cases, the ML point estimate may be
unrepresentative of the true posterior. Moreover, as is well known(44),
ML learning does not account for model complexity and is susceptible
to over-fitting the data. The likelihood function is unbounded and it is
possible to increase the likelihood of the data by using models of
increasing complexity. Using ML learning with unnecessarily complex
models is therefore undesirable, and has the disadvantages of increased
data requirement and computational burden. 

Conventional methods for dealing with this problem include
restricting the model complexity by limiting the number of model
parameters (which, in the present context, is governed by the number of
HMM states N), constraining the form and information-flow in the
model (for example, by constraining the connectivity of the state-
transition matrix A), using maximum a posteriori (MAP)(44) learning
with regularising priors on the parameters, and employing cross-
validation. These techniques work well in some applications, but often
they become cumbersome and/or computationally expensive. 

as(36) EsK(t, f) ≡ K–1
k=0 |αk|

2WDgk(t, f), where WDgk(t, f) is the Wigner distri-
bution (WD)(16,18) of the atom gk(t). Figure 12 shows example MPD-
TFRs of data for an aluminum lug-joint sample with and without crack
damage. Note the marked difference in the time-frequency structure
between the damaged and undamaged cases. 

4.2 Hidden Markov model based damage classification 

The hidden Markov model (HMM)(41,42) based damage classification
approach(28,29) relies on the statistical characterisation of the time-
frequency state dynamics of data from each damage class. Using the
HMM, the time-frequency features extracted from structural data by
the MPD are stochastically modelled as a Markov random process. 
A HMM is a probabilistic model used for modeling sequential data.
Consider a length-T observation sequence y = {y1, . . . , yT}. The HMM
defines a probability distribution over y by invoking another sequence
of unobserved (hidden) discrete variables x = {x1, . . . , xT} known as
‘states’. The model imposes (a) Markov dynamics on the sequence of
hidden states, and (b) independence of the observations yn from all
other variables given xn. Suppose that the number of distinct states is N,
with the state variables xn assuming values from the alphabet {1, . . .,
N}. The model is then parameterised by the N ×1 initial state distrib-
ution vector π whose ith element is the probability p(x1 = i), the N × N
state-transition matrix A whose (i, j)th element is p(xn+1 = j|xn = i), and
the state-dependent observation density B whose jth element is bj(yn) =
p(yn|xn = j); together the model parameters are denoted as the set θ =
{π,A,B}. A graphical representation of a HMM is shown in Fig. 13. 

For the purpose of damage classification, the observation sequences
y = {y1, . . . , yT} are comprised of the four-dimensional vectors yn =
{αn, τn, νn, κn} of the extracted (time-ordered using time-shifts τn) MPD
atoms (in a discrete HMM, the observations are quantised). The non-
observable states x = {x1, . . . , xT} are defined as the regions of station-
arity (regions in time where the frequency content remains close to
constant) corresponding to the underlying physical dynamics of the
damage wave physics. The HMM works by modelling the temporal
transitions between these underlying states with a Markov random
process in conjunction with the observation statistics. The features from
each structural condition (damage class) are modelled with a separate
HMM as the associated wave physics is different in each case. 

The training data available from each damage class is used to learn
the parameters of the corresponding HMM. Specifically, given the
‘training’ signals (observation sequences y), an N-state HMM
assumption is imposed and the maximum-likelihood (ML)(43,44) estimate
of the parameters θ is computed as θML = argmaxθ Log p(y|θ,N) using
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(a) (b)

Figure 12. MPD-TFRs of data for an aluminum lug-joint sample (a) undamaged, and (b) with crack damage. 

Figure 13. Graphical representation of a hidden Markov model. 
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HMM states N. It is observed that the evidence is generally greatest for
N = 2 to 5 state HMMs, and decreases as N is increased further (i.e.,
with increasing model complexity). N = 3-state discrete HMMs are
consequently used to model the data from each of the four damage
classes. The parameters θ of each HMM are estimated from 200
training signals using 20 iterations of the Baum-Welch algorithm. The
performance of the classifier is finally tested using 100 test signals
from each damage class. 

The classification results are shown here with the help of a confusion
matrix (Table 2). The (i, j)th entry of a confusion matrix indicates the
probability pij that data actually from class i is classified as belonging to
class j. The diagonal entries pii are therefore the probabilities of correct
classification. From the results shown in Table 2, it can be seen that the
performance of the time-frequency HMM based damage classifier is
good (the average correct classification rate is about 93%). It should be
noted that, to a limited extent, these results incorporate the effects of
sample variability. 

It is observed that the classifier performance is weakest for Class 1.
This is explained by examination of the MPD-TFRs, which reveals that
Class 1 data shows similar time-frequency structure to Class 3 data and
is consequently misclassified often to Class 3 as seen in the confusion
matrix. The authors’ own experience with various SHM scenarios
suggests that the data for the undamaged case is usually distinct from
— and shows less variability than — that for the damaged cases, but
not always. Note that in all cases a different HMM is used to model
data from each class; the similarity arguments (and the confusion
matrices) are not symmetric. 

The performance of the discrete HMM classifier also depends on the
number of codes used for quantisation. The larger the number of codes,
the smaller is the information loss due to quantisation, and the better
the performance. The classification results reported in Table 2 are
obtained using 256 codes and (at added computational cost) can be
improved further by increasing the number of codes. Table 3 shows the
performance of the discrete HMM classifier as a function of the
number of codes. We can see that the average correct classification rate
improves as the number of codes is increased. Alternatively,
continuous HMM based damage classifiers(29,34) can be employed. 

In order to study the classification algorithm’s performance in the
presence of noise, simulated data generated from FEM analysis is
utilised to establish a noise-free baseline. A three-dimensional finite
element modelling (FEM) is carried out for a 6.35mm (0.25in) thick Al
2024-T3 alloy plate with a polished surface finish using the
commercial finite element software Abaqus/Explicit. Two surface-
mounted piezoelectric sensors (one transmitter and one receiver) are
incorporated in the model. A tone burst signal of central frequency

This work follows the Bayesian approach to the task of model
selection by calculating the posterior distribution over the number of
HMM states N given the data y and a priori knowledge p(N) (assumed
uniform). Specifically, models are ranked by evaluating the evidence
p(y|N), which has the advantage of automatically penalising complex
models with more parameters(44). 

Variational Bayesian (VB) learning(44,45) provides an efficient
framework for the evaluation of the evidence p(y|N). In the VB learning
for determining the number of HMM states N, the evidence is lower
bounded with a variational objective function FN by making use of the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence(44). The variational Bayesian EM
(VBEM) algorithm(45) iteratively maximises the bound FN and conver-
gence is guaranteed to a local maximum F*N. The optimal number of
states N* is determined by comparing the evidences for various states
as N* ~~ argmaxNF*N. The relevant update equations for VB HMMs can
be found in Refs 45 amd 46. It is important to note that the advantages
of the VB learning are afforded at a computational cost that is not very
different from that of the standard EM algorithm(45,46). 

4.4 Classification of crack damage in an aluminium 
lug-joint 

The problem of classifying crack damage in an aluminium lug-joint
sample is now considered. Fatigue testing was performed on 6.35mm
(0.25in) thick polished Al 2024 T351 lug-joint samples. The lugs are
subjected to tension-tension loading of 423 – 4,230N (95 – 950lb) at
20Hz. Surface-mounted piezoelectric sensors are used to actuate and
measure response to a tone-burst signal of central frequency 130KHz.
Sensor data was recorded for four different structural conditions
(damage classes): Class 1 (unfatigued lug joint), Class 2 (lug joint
fatigued to 120 kilo-cycles), Class 3 (lug joint fatigued to 200 kilo-
cycles), and Class 4 (lug joint fatigued to 340 kilo-cycles). Altogether,
1,600 signals are collected from two samples (400 for each damage
class). 

The time-frequency discrete HMM based damage classifier is
employed for this problem. Time-frequency feature extraction is first
performed on the data using K = 15 iterations of MPD with a dictionary
composed of about 16m Gaussian atoms. This choice of K corresponds
to a residual signal energy of 10%. The resulting MPD features are
discretised using vector quantisation with 256 codes (the number of
codes is estimated by testing the classifier performance on 100
validation signals from each class). Figure 14 shows a plot of the lower
bound F*N on the log-evidence Log p(y|N) for 200 training signals (for
each class) computed using VB learning as a function of the number of
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Figure 14. Lower bound F*N on the log-evidence Log p(y|N) for the
training signals as a function of number of HMM states N.

Table 2
Confusion matrix for classification of fatigue damage in an

aluminum lug joint using the time-frequency discrete HMM based
damage classifier

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 
Class 1 0.85 0.02 0.12 0.01 
Class 2 0.04 0.92 0.02 0.02 
Class 3 0.05 0.01 0.94 0.00 
Class 4 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.99 

Table 3
Average correct classification rates as a function of number of
codes used in the time-frequency discrete HMM based damage

classifier 

# codes mean pii
64 0.82 
128 0.86 
256 0.93 
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separation between the data from the different damage classes becomes
clearer. Figure 15(d) quantifies these observations in the form of
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves, showing the probability
of detection computed as a function of the probability of false alarm, for
the different SNR levels. In general, higher detection probabilities are
associated with a higher false alarm rates. Observe in addition that for
any given false alarm rate, larger SNR values yield higher detection
probabilities. From the plot, it can be seen that the probability of
correctly detecting the damage is high for SNR = 10dB and 15dB (even
at very low false alarm rates) and fair for SNR = 5dB, indicating a
robust and reliable damage classification performance. 

The corresponding confusion matrices are shown in Table 4. Also
provided here are the 95% confidence intervals on the classification
probabilities pij. The probabilities and the intervals are estimated using
the fact that the posterior over pij is Beta distributed (assuming a
uniform prior). From the tables, it is seen that the performance of the
classifier is very good for SNR = 10 and 15dB (with average correct
classification probabilities greater than 90%) and fair for SNR = 5dB. 

5.0 PROGNOSIS WITH PREDICTIVE 

MODELS 

A hybrid prognosis model is developed based on both physics and data
driven techniques. A schematic of the hybrid prognosis model is shown
in Fig. 16. 

The overall prognosis model has three different modules: an offline
physics-based module for baseline signal features and deterministic

130KHz is used as the actuation. Response signals are computed for

two damage classes: Class 1 (undamaged sample), and Class 2 (sample

with 4mm crack). Since the data from the physics-based model is deter-

ministic but the classification methods are stochastic (and rely on

training data that accounts for variability), a dataset of 900 signals (450

for each class) is generated by adding controlled amounts of white

Gaussian noise to the response signals. 

Time-frequency discrete HMM based damage classification is

carried out as before. Feature extraction is performed on the data using

K = 10 iterations of MPD with a dictionary composed of 33m Gaussian

atoms. The resulting MPD features are discretised using vector quanti-

sation with 16 codes (the number of codes is estimated by testing the

classifier performance on 150 validation signals from each class). N =

3-state discrete HMMs are used to model the data from each of the two

damage classes. The parameters θ of each HMM are estimated from

the 150 training signals using 30 iterations of the Baum-Welch

algorithm. The performance of the classifier is finally tested using 150

test signals from each damage class. In order to test the performance of

the classifier in the presence of noise, the HMMs are trained and

validated on relatively noise-free data with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

= 20dB and tested using data with high, moderate, and low amounts of

noise (SNR = 5, 10, and 15dB, respectively). 

Figures 15(a)-(c) show scatter plots of the log-likelihoods of the data

computed by the HMM associated with each class, for SNR = 5, 10, and

15dB, respectively. It is seen that, as expected, the data from a class

receives a higher likelihood value from the HMM associated with that

class than from the HMM associated with another class. Furthermore, as

the SNR increases (corresponding to a decrease in noise levels), the
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(a) Scatter plot for SNR = 5 dB

(c) Scatter plot for SNR = 15dB

(b) Scatter plot for SNR = 10dB 

(d) Receiver operative characteristic (ROC) curves

Figure 15. Scatter plots and receiver operative characteristic (ROC) curves for different SNRs 
(Class 1: undamaged lug-joint, Cass 2: lug-joint with 4mm crack damage). 
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predicted. It is known from linear elastic fracture mechanics that the
crack growth rate at a future fatigue cycle ((L+ΔL)th cycle) is a
function of the stress intensity range, or, in other words, a function of
the future cycle ((L+ΔL)th cycle) minimum load, maximum load, and
the current cycle (Lth cycle) damage condition or crack length. From
this physical concept, the Gaussian process function mapping can be
performed between inputs: (L + ΔL)th cycle loading information and
Lth cycle damage condition, and the output: the (L+ΔL)th cycle crack
growth rate. The Gaussian technique based prognosis model is a multi-
variate mapping process, and many variables that affect damage can be
fed into it. However, for the crack growth estimation results shown in
Fig 18, only Lth cycle damage state information (crack length) is intro-
duced into the Gaussian process input space. Loading information is
not introduced into the Gaussian process input space since the loading
has constant amplitude and statistically leads to a stationary ergodic
process. However, it should be noted that for spectrum loading it is
necessary to include the loading information to the Gaussian process
input space (in addition to the Lth cycle damage state information).
This would help the Gaussian process model to effectively map the
transient and load interaction effect to the output damage state in the
case of real-life spectrum loading. For the present case, the Lth cycle
crack length predicted from the online state estimation model is the
only parameter fed to the offline prognosis model input space to
forecast the (L + ΔL)th cycle damage state. Once the (L+ΔL)th cycle
fatigue crack growth rate is predicted, linear integration is performed to
estimate the crack length at the (L+ΔL)th cycle. 

residual life estimation, an offline data-driven module(47) for proba-
bilistic residual life estimation and an online state-estimation module(48)

for real-time damage state estimation. All three sub-modules are finally
integrated to develop a hybrid prognosis model. The offline physics-
based model is based on a micro-meso-macro multiscale model,
whereas the offline data-driven model and the online state estimation
model are based on a Gaussian process approach with Bayesian
inference(49,50). The offline data-driven model implicitly models the
macro-level uncertainty that arises due to microstructure variability,
loading uncertainty, etc., and complements the offline physics-based
model for uncertainty in damage propagation and for any unmodelled
exogenous influences. The physics-based model combined with a data-
driven probabilistic model are used for offline prediction of residual
useful life, whereas an online predictive model based on piezoelectric
sensor signals estimates the current damage state in real-time using
Gaussian process modeling and makes this information available to the
offline module to reassess the residual useful life of the structural
components based on the real-time information. The present work will
focus on the offline data driven prognostics/forecasting model and the
online state estimation model and their integration to estimate the
residual useful life in real-time. 

Based on the extracted signal features, the Gaussian process
algorithm is used to assess the corresponding damage state of the
hotspot. The Gaussian process input and output space are respectively
trained with signal features and crack length data from one sample
(sample-203). The online state estimation algorithm is then tested on
another sample (sample-202). The input space for both the training
sample and test sample are fed with four types of signal features:
resonant frequency based features from sensors S3 and S4, and signal
variance based feature from sensors S3 and S4. However, it should be
noted that unlike the Gaussian process training input space, the test
input space is fed with features, as they become available, in real-time.
The test output at a typical fatigue cycle has to be predicted using the 4
× 1 feature vector extracted at that fatigue cycle. The comparison
between predicted damage state (crack length) and the experimental
value is depicted in Fig 17. From the figure, it can be seen that there is
a good correlation between the experiment and the prediction, when the
crack length is larger than 5mm. The discrepancy between prediction
and experiment increases as the crack length becomes smaller. This is
possibly because the signal features are not sensitive enough to smaller
damage conditions, i.e., shorter crack lengths. This problem can be
solved by using high frequency input signals and nonlinear feature
extraction techniques, which will be addressed in the future. 

The estimated online damage states are finally fed into a prognosis
model, to forecast the residual life of the structural hotspot. As
mentioned earlier, the prognosis model is also a probabilistic model
based on the Gaussian process approach. For the offline forecasting
model the future mean and variance of the damage state rate is
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Figure 16. A conceptual hybrid prognostic model 
(source of the fighter plane image: http://www.jsf.mil). 

Table 4
Confusion matrices for different SNRs, with 95% confidence

intervals (Class 1: undamaged lug-joint, Class 2: lug-joint with
4mm crack damage)

Class 1 Class 2 
Class 1 0.84 ± 0.06 0.16 ± 0.06 
Class 2 0.16 ± 0.06 0.84 ± 0.06 

(a) SNR = 5dB 

Class 1 Class 2 
Class 1 0.91 ± 0.04 0.09 ± 0.04 
Class 2 0.02 ± 0.02 0.98 ± 0.02 

(b) SNR = 10dB 

Class 1 Class 2 
Class 1 0.97 ± 0.03 0.03 ± 0.03 
Class 2 0.01 ± 0.01 0.99 ± 0.01 

(c) SNR = 15dB 

Figure 17. Online damage state estimation from sensor signal features. 
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The detection of fatigue-induced damage in a structural hotspot (lug

joint) was investigated. Finite element analysis carried out with piezo-

electric wafers bonded to the host structure was used to simulate sensor

signals. Guided-wave propagation studies were performed to charac-

terise structural defects, with analysis showing sensitivity of the signals

to the presence of damage. 

Time-frequency techniques have been proposed for damage classifi-

cation. The approach relies on extracting amplitude-time-frequency-

scale features from structural data using the matching pursuit

decomposition (MPD) with highly localised Gaussian functions.

Classification is performed by matching features in the time-frequency

plane and by stochastic modeling of the features using hidden Markov

models (HMMs) with Bayesian inference. Statistics are collected from

available training data. The HMM based damage classifier is adapted

for real-time use by using variational Bayesian learning to estimate the

number of HMM states N automatically from the data. The damage

classification method is tested on modelled data for the lug joint and

very high rates of correct classification (near 90%) are observed.

Examination of the algorithm’s performance in the presence of noise

shows promising results and confirms the robustness of the approach. 

An adaptive online-offline life prediction model has been developed

to estimate the residual life of structural hotspots in real-time. Both the

online and offline models are based on a Gaussian process approach

utilising probabilistic Bayesian inference. The online-offline prognostic

model is validated on a structural hotspot, here, an Al 2024-T351 lug

joint. Once the current damage state is predicted, it is fed to the

Gaussian process based offline forecasting model to estimate the

residual useful life (RUL) based on the new damage information

available. The offline forecasting model is a probabilistic mapping

between the current crack state (input), and the future crack growth rate

(output). It is found that there is a good correlation between the residual

life estimation from the online-offline prognostic model and actual

experiments. It is also found that the error between the forecasted crack

length and the real (experimental) crack length reduces as more online

data are available to the prognostic model. 
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The estimated crack length is then fed back to the Gaussian process
offline module to predict the rate at a future fatigue cycle, and using
this new predicted rate the corresponding new crack length is
estimated. The offline prediction is continued until the critical crack
length of the component is reached. The difference between the
number of cycles at which the offline model estimated crack length
becomes critical and the number of cycles at which the last online
damage state information was available, gives the residual useful life
estimation (RULE) of the component. A typical result showing RULE,
with online damage state information available at 164 kilo-cycles, is
shown in Fig. 18. Note that the online state estimation is performed in
an outer loop (called the structural health monitoring loop), in which
continuous damage state information is inferred from the piezoelectric
sensor signals and fed into the inner offline prognosis loop. The outer
online and inner offline loops continue to run as long as the component
survives failure or is allowed to retire. Figure 19 shows the mean
square error between forecasted crack length and that found from
experiment. The individual fatigue cycles, where the error bars are
shown, correspond to those up to which the online predicted crack
growth data are available. The predicted crack growth data are not
necessarily the same as the real crack growth data found using the high-
resolution camera. Also, it is seen from Fig. 19 that as more online data
are available there is a clear trend in reduction of the mean square error.
The slight discrepancies at 169 kilo-cycles and 171 kilo-cycles are
possibly due to accumulated error caused by the error in online state
estimation. It can be seen from Fig. 17 that there is a discrepancy
between online prediction and experiment at 168 kilo-cycles and 171
kilo-cycles. The mean square error can be further reduced by providing
a large amount of offline data for training the Gaussian process model. 

6.0 CONCLUSION

A physically-based multiscale model has been developed in this paper
for fatigue damage analysis. The results show that size and orientation
effects at the micro level have a significant impact on wave and
damage interaction. Single crystal plasticity serves as the foundation
for the mesoscale modelling applied to each grain. Macroscale analysis
was accomplished by using a multiscale framework, i.e., using the
average stress-strain response from the mesoscale to describe the
material behaviour outside the critical location and a microscale model
to describe the material behaviour within the critical site area. It is
found that owing to sample geometry, grain orientation and size, the
stress distribution is not homogenised in the critical area. The use of
different realisations of the microstructural representation at the critical
site can be used to generate statistics of damage accumulation
variability. 
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Figure 18. Residual useful life estimate for sample-202. Figure 19. Mean square error between estimated crack 
growth and experimental results at different fatigue cycles. 
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